FactSheet

Family Stability Inside Change

Whether you like change or not, you will face many changes throughout your lifetime. How you cope with them
often has a bit to do with your personality, a bit with how you were raised, and a whole lot on what type of change
you are experiencing.
When something stressful happens to a family, a change, whether it’s a new child, a move, a job change, broken
relationship, or death in the family, there are things you can do to help your kids cope. Talk with your child about
it at an age appropriate level. Talk about their concerns and listen to what they have to say. Comfort them with
the things that haven’t changed, like your love for them or that their family is still a family.1 There are things you
can do to keep you and your family stable during these unsettling times.2,4,5

Focus on the Positives
How change affects you and how you can manage your own emotions, fears, and reactions during unsettling
times is very important. Your reactions should teach your child good coping skills. How you react will shape their
future behavior. It is healthy to acknowledge loss but try to focus on the good things too. This will help you feel
better, and it will help your family.

Get to the Root of Your Fears
Identifying your fears, and then coming up with a plan to help reduce them, makes the upcoming change less
scary and more manageable.

Set Good Boundaries
Wisely guard the time you need to give to your family to help them cope and adjust. Remember, people don’t
always respect boundaries and sometimes try to make you feel guilty for them. So be clear on the time you and
your family need and PROTECT THOSE BOUNDARIES.

Take Care of Yourself
During this time, take good care of yourself. Stick to your own routines. Make sure you’re getting plenty of sleep,
eating well, staying hydrated, and getting plenty of exercise. Make sure you’re doing things that build you up and
encourage you like maintaining friendships. Talk about your own fears.1

Maintain Routines
Continue family routines and traditions. Ensuring that your day-to-day routines are the same, even though there
is a change, comforts your children and it will help them adapt.1
When we manage change positively, we show our children that change is a normal, regular part of life. It may shift
our direction a bit, but in the end, we simply adjust and move forward.
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